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Midnight Ink announces the upcoming release of A Fatal Twist by Tracy Weber: 
A Fatal Twist will be released in print and eBook editions on January 

 
WOODBURY, Minn.  – Midnight Ink announces the release of A Fatal Twist by Tracy Weber.  A Fatal Twist will be 
available in print (ISBN: 978-0-7387-4878-8, Trade Paper, 312 pages, $14.99) and eBook editions on January 8, 2017. 
 
Award-winning novelist Tracy Weber takes readers on a riveting rollercoaster ride in A Fatal Twist. In A Fatal Twist, 
Seattle yoga teacher Kate Davidson, along with beloved canine companion Bella, get tangled up in an elaborate web 
of deceit, deadly secrets, and danger. 
 
About A Fatal Twist:  Do bad things really happen in threes? For yoga instructor Kate Davidson, it seems they do—
and it also seems that no good deed goes unpunished.  Kate’s life takes a chaotic turn when she agrees to be the 
doula for her pregnant best friend—and to play foster mother to two puppies.  As if the terrible two puppies aren’t 
destructive (and disruptive) enough, things get exponentially worse when Kate finds the dead body of a philandering 
fertility doctor and sees Rachel, one of her yoga students, fleeing the scene.  

Convinced of Rachel’s innocence, Kate sets out to find the real killer before her testimony condemns Rachel to a life 
behind bars. But who else would have wanted the doctor dead?  Kate quickly realizes that there is no shortage of 
suspects:  Could the killer have been Rachel’s troubled teenage daughter? A jilted ex-mistress?  The doctor’s latest 
squeeze? An angry former patient?  A fed-up business partner?  And what’s the story about those lawsuits against 
the deceased doctor?  Seems this not-so-good doctor had his fair share of enemies. 

Finding more questions than answers, Kate launches a race against time to find the truth.  But how much sleuthing 
can Kate really do when her hands are full with caring for three dogs, teaching yoga classes, and gaining an 
unexpected crime-solving partner?  If Kate isn’t careful, her next yoga pose may be a fatal one.  

An extraordinary new entry in Tracy Weber’s award-winning Downward Dog mystery series, A Fatal Twist is a wild, 
witty, winding tale. Filled with suspense, humor, and charm, A Fatal Twist has it all:  fascinating details about the 
practice of yoga, intriguing characters of both the two- and four-legged varieties, and to-die-for storyline.  This clever 
whodunit will leave readers tied up in knots till the pulse-racing conclusion.  Hold on to your hats—and mats—when 
yoga sleuth Kate Davidson is in charge. 

A certified yoga therapist, Tracy Weber is the owner of the award-winning yoga studio, Whole Life Yoga in Seattle, 
and the creator and director of Whole Life Yoga’s teacher training program which, to date, has certified over 250 
yoga teachers. Tracy is also the author of Murder Strikes a Pose, A Killer Retreat, and Karma’s A Killer. She and her 
husband live in Seattle with their mischievous German shepherd puppy, Ana.  Visit Tracy Weber online at: 
www.tracyweberauthor.com.  

A division of Llewellyn, Midnight Ink Books (www.midnightinkbooks.com) is committed to publishing suspenseful 
tales of all types, including hard-boiled thrillers, cozies, historical mysteries, amateur sleuth novels, and more. 
Members of the news media wishing to request additional information about Tracy Weber or A Fatal Twist are kindly 
asked to contact Maryglenn McCombs by phone: (615) 297-9875, or by email:  maryglenn@maryglenn.com 
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